Position: Life Actuarial Expert
Location: Brussels
EMFEA CONSULTING
EMFEA Consulting manages Pension Funds and provides actuarial consultancy services. With more than 50
years' experience, EMFEA Consulting is an authority in this field. Consultancy, creating technical dossiers,
defining hypotheses and details of actuarial models, making calculations and checking results are all part of its
field of expertise.
EMFEA is an integral part of the AXA Group. As such, it offers its staff opportunities to take responsibility and
flourish, both professionally and in their private life. It also attaches great importance to a healthy work-life
balance, continuous education and an attractive recruitment policy. Working within AXA Group is a genuine
philosophy hinged around dynamism, growth and well-being. Little wonder therefore that the AXA Group has
been considered as a Top Employer since 2008. It is certainly no coincidence.
JOB DESCRIPTION
The Life Actuarial Expert's task will be to manage a portfolio of customers in the fields of IRPs and actuarial
assessments.
The work will include:
- Taking part in the management of Pension Funds with regard to the actuarial, administrative, accounting,
financial and legal aspects, and maintaining numerous contacts with the customers, within this scope.
With experience, he/she will eventually take on the role of Designated Actuary for Pension Funds.
- Undertaking actuarial work of all kinds (IAS, FAS, Aggregate Allocation rates and other actuarial methods,
Employee Benefits consultancy, etc.) and conducting external missions to present results and negotiate
contracts.
- Designing and maintaining IT apps: Drawing up specifications, responsibility for testing.
- Taking part in calls for tender, both private and public, and taking responsibility for presenting them and
explaining them verbally.
The main people with whom he/she will be communicating will be the customers, the auditors and the IRP
inspectorates, as well as the actuaries and other internal staff members.
Within a multi-disciplinary team, the Life Actuarial Expert will be given responsibility for his/her own portfolio
of customers with numerous contacts. He/she will have the opportunity to develop very advanced expertise in
this field. His/her responsibilities will increase with experience.
Profile
- Master's degree in Actuarial Science
- Experience in the field of Employee Benefits, ideally in managing Pension Funds or in IAS assessments.
- Knowledge of Life Employee Benefits insurance techniques (specifically: IRP, IAS/IFRS/FAS calculations, Cash
Balance, Allocation Rates, etc.)
- Preferably Dutch-speaking with a good knowledge of French
- Team player
- Proactive and independent
- Motivated by results, customer-oriented, able to cope with stress
- Good verbal communication and good interpersonal skills
- Good planning and organising skills
Contact
Geraldine Vandeloise
geraldine.vandeloise@axa.be

